
Annexure

ACTIVITIES TO BE CONDUCTED BY INSTITUTIONS UNDER D/O HIGHER
EDUCATION IN DIGITAL FORMAT AS PART OF EBSB IN VIEW OF COVID-19

1.Webinars

•Every HE institution must do at least one webinar every month with an institution in the

paired State/ UT.

•The topic can be of varied nature - anything of National importance/ importance to the

two states/ academic.

2.EBSB Club/EBSB Day
•EBSB Clubs in the institution must observe EBSB day once a month.

•Club members can teach each other songs / dance/ cuisine of their paired state. If there is

a person from the paired state in the EBSB club, he/ she can teach the others. If not,

selected members can be assigned the task of learning a song/ dish/ anything else from

available internet resources and teach the others.

•EBSB Clubs from institutions in paired States/ UTs can also interact online, teaching

each other similar things. For e.g. EBSB Club from an HE institution in Maharashtra can

interact online with an EBSB Club in an HE in Odisha.

3.Language Learning and Language Quiz

•We are sharing 100 sentences in 21 different languages. All students in HE institutions

should be encouraged to learn the language of their paired states from these.

•There are also many language learning Apps available from which students can learn the

language of their paired state.

•Every institution must conduct an online language quiz for students every month. This

can be done through any of the available online platforms. A date and time can be

assigned for the quiz. Institutions can give digital certificates to all students who get 80 %

or above.

4.WhatsApp / Skype Buddies Project
•All HE Institutions have been paired with some HE Institution in the paired state. Each

institution, through their EBSB Nodal officials, must ensure formation of at least 10

WhatsApp Buddies/ Skype Buddies from among students of the paired institutions.

•While forming pairs, mutual areas of interest should be kept in mind.

•Each pair of buddies should interact regularly with each other

•The pairs should be encouraged to take up fun joint projects - for e.g. writing a story

jointly / translating songs / stories of each other's language / creating fusion music/ fusion

folk art / dance - anything that can be done digitally and stored digitally. The list is only
indicative.

•The joint projects can be uploaded on MyGov portal. The interesting ones will be

shortlisted for prize/ certificate.
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